Innovation Advisory Council  
Federal Reserve Bank of New York  
33 Liberty Street  
April 4, 2024

Agenda

**Breakfast available starting at 9:40**

**Theme:** Investor adoption of real world asset tokenization

10:00 – 10:05  *Welcome remarks, Michelle Neal, Chair and Sponsor of the Innovation Advisory Council*

10:05 – 10:45  **Crypto ETFs and impact on tokenization**
  - Moderator: Kevin Henry, Markets Group, FRBNY
  - Speaker: Robbie Mitchnick, Head of Digital Assets for BlackRock – 10 minute moderated Q&A with IAC member discussion to follow

**Discussion**
  - How will recent Bitcoin spot ETF approvals impact the tokenization of real world assets? Or will they drive developments within crypto asset markets?

10:45 – 11:00  **Break (refreshments will be provided)**

11:00 – 11:45  **Tokenization in private markets, and investor adoption of first mover platforms**
  - Moderator: Leslie Conner Warren, Supervision Group, FRBNY
  - Guest speaker: Christine Moy, Partner, Digital Assets & Data, Apollo - 10 minute moderated Q&A with IAC member discussion to follow

**Discussion**
  - Can tokenization expand access, and provide more efficiency and liquidity to private markets?
  - As fund managers use tokenized platforms, could this be a catalyst in driving tokenization to finally scale and become mainstream? Or will the potential lack of interoperability still be a problem?

11:45 – 11:50  *Concluding remarks, John Williams, President and CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of New York*

11:50 – 12:00  **Networking**

12:15 – 12:45  **Optional Gold Vault Tour**

(post meeting)